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Dear Friend,
How many times have you set off your smoke detector while cooking? See what caused the latest flare-up. Then, spend a fun night with Gabriel
Rucker.
If you have a friend or two who might like the newsletter, why don't you suggest they sign up by forwarding this email? Or you can click the icons above
the logo to send to a friend, Twitter, Facebook, or LinkedIn.
Enjoy!
Anne

Grilled Broccoli or Grill Pan vs. Smoke Detector
The Accidental Locavore should have known it was coming…. I was working on a batch of grilled broccoli from Ottolenghi, the Cookbook, which calls
for broccoli to be cooked on a very hot grill pan. In the middle of balancing the broccoli, searing some rabbit sausage and cooking lentils, the smoke
detector goes off. Since ours is hard-wired, that means a call from the alarm company wanting a password before inquiring if the house is indeed
burning down. So there I am, desperately trying to get a window open, while balancing the phone, trying to remember the password for the alarm
company (which is different from the one that turns the damn alarm off), with a hot and smoking grill pan full of broccoli.
Read more:

Gabriel Rucker at DeGustibus: Food & Fun!
Thanks to a very generous aunt, the Accidental Locavore has had the chance to take a lot of classes at DeGustibus. When I can’t make up my mind
about which one to take, Emmy, the booker, is always great about making suggestions. Food is always a criterion, but often we'll discuss how
handsome the chefs are. This time, she suggested Gabriel Rucker of le Pigeon in Portland (Oregon) and it was one of the most enjoyable nights spent
on Macy's eighth floor!
Gabriel Rucker:
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November Calendar
No turkey, just a beautiful orange cauliflower. Click here to download the calendar.

Huffington Post & The Daily Meal
The Accidental Locavore is now part of Huffington Post! Click here to follow on HuffPost. And here to see what I'm up to on The Daily Meal.
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